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ABSTRACT
If research on personality is to be pro.ductive and

progressive, it is necessary to make obiectives explicit and to link
abstractions wittl common experiences,. Six levels of classification

,.outline these ftlectives. Level 1 inVolves the characterization and
classification of persons. Level 2 studies attributes. Lev41 a is
toncerned with inferred processes. Level 4 studies the processes in
donstruing behavior and in making attribuions. Level 5 looks for
/behaviors common to most peOple. tevel 6 examines behaviors in
sequence. Generalizability (external validity) is low for the first
three levels and increases for the remaining ones. Research at the
earlier levels shows little likelihood' of developing into a basic
science: the possible degreel,of agreement between observerg is
limited. Whether this classification seems adequate or not, each
person researching in personality'must make explicit'his phenomena,
methods end goals. (Author)
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Levels of Knalysis in Personality'Study:
Which Can be Generalizable and Scientific?1'

Donald W. Fiske, University of Chicag4k

"PERMISSION TO REPRODUCE THIS
M TERIAL HAS BEEN GRANTED 9Y -A

. Abstract. In studying tersonality, we are irtter-
ested in a .verietyiof phtnomena-and we have several ob-
jectiveh. In the classification propased here, Level 1
involvels the.charaCterization and classification of
persons. Level 2 studies attributes. Level 3'is con-
cerned with inferred processes. Level 4 studies the

. processes in construing behaN;!or and in tusking attribu-
tions. Level 5 lookit for behaviors common to most peo-
ple. 141,6 examines behaviors in sequencew General-
izabilityl(external validity) is low for the first three
levels and increases for the remaiping ones. Similarly,
reseirch at4the earlier levels shows. little likelihood
of developing pito a basic sclence, in large:part be-
cause the pos,skble degree,of,agreement betwOen observ-.
ere is li4ted there. 'Whether this classifiafition seems
fdequate a not, each person researching in the. area of
bersonality must maketexplicit and public their chosen
,Ohenomena, methods, and goals.

T6 liNE EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES
INFORMATION CENTER*RIC)

r

Personality.is a topic that intrigues all of us, laymen
-and prbfessionals alike. Everyone-is fascinated by people--
what .they are like and what makes them cid what they do. But as
a discipline, personality psychology is a mess. We still don't
know much about the phenomena we seek to underatand. ye have'
lots of ideal, utstly create& by reflecting on our personal ex-
periences:with neople,.but few established.ficts. Asa group,
Personality psychologists agree on very little: we do not
ahare-consensilally accepted concep.ts, we don't have'agreement

.

th standard methods, and we have no unanimity oh basic proposi-
tionA or.laws. My evaluation is similar to what Lee Se,chrest
(1976) wTote in the Annuid keview of Psychology,four yeak.s ago.

1-, As dim Lamiell,wrote in his prospectus for, this symposium,
perhaps "the pbychology of personality hes,, collectively speak-
ing, iost sight of its overriding scientific objortives, or
perhaps . . . thosh objectives were 'never clearly articulated
in the fiPlt place,. . ." I am convinced that the latter' is
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qrue. I a argued elsewhere (Fiske, 1978, Ch. 1), person-/f ality p ycholog sts have really been trying to understand their
own'ex riences with other people and with themselves. Person-
ality a not an object for scientific investigation: It is a
topic, an area, a domain.-

hat are our soientific objectIves in studying personal-''
ity? What are the types of impressions, of constructs, and

cati n. Yob will want to modify it or even throw it out en*

labe tht:q. are the *Jetts of our study? Here is a classifi-

subs itute your own. I am 1ess conceved with the adequacy of
my ...plicated classification than I am with the absolutely es-
sen ial need, if research in personality is to be prodUctive
and make progress--with the necessity of making our objectives
ecpJ icitl of stating'them in a clear form with concrete refer-
en s so 'butt dur abstractions arh linked to ()lir common experi-
en es, if not to consensual obserwables,

Proposed levels. In personality, we are interested.in a
va iety of phen9men(t,f'in events, actions, processes, in artiv-

, i and behavior as experienced by us and by others. Xn my
paoposed classification, Level 1 involves the characterization
o the individual person, the classification of individually-
t pically for purposes of different treatments as in clinical
a d personnel work; in other words, for makini decisions about
p rsons. ExaMples are the forming of a general impression
a out an applicant for graduate study or for a faculty position
( emember the good old days when we had positions to fill?)
S ch coarse characterizing does not fit into by definition of

iehce; at,best, it is empirical. engineerfng.
Level 2 is the study of attributes, as 4n classical indi-

. . idual differentes research. It is aimed either at idenrifying
sic dimensions or at describing the.labels Oat peoplie give
ch other. Examples are the factor analyses of tests or rat-. .

gs--so popular a decade or two ago. But the search for the
d mensions of personality iç fut,ile: reeearchers have proposed

ny sets of dimensions, buk no set seems compelling'to Al eke'
st of us. These attribute aré so broad and so poorly lipked

ts consensual observables that they never appear in strong re-
1 tionshlps with any other variables.

Level 3 is the study of*inferred processes in people, look-.

i g for dynamics common to many or most people. Attributing
d namics to patients, friends, and,enemies is fun--we enjoyo
g it just as everybne else does. ,The inferential leaps in'

t ig ayproach, however, are too 16ng and too tenuous to enable
.ust to develop systematic knowledge at this level.1;

t 'Also at this levvl is the experimental generation of dy-
nabic processes in'laboratory subjects by instructions, physical
sitmuli, or other stressctrs: Examples include real of threat-
(ened shocks. 4lthough the stressors (ybrray's alpha press) are
unambiguous, the subjectivb perceptiod-of them (the beta preAs,

I.
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the effective determinants) can only be inferred.
Level 4 s'iudies the processes in construing behavior andin ma10.ng attributions to others, as these processes occur inour subjects or-our observers. kAlthough little definitive

khowtedge has been acquired about what does go on in these peo-ple when we ask them to make attributions, there is sona6 hopefor this level of analysis insofar as it emphasizes process andnot content.

Level 5 looks for bet;aviors common to most people, espe-.

cially to people in the same,situation adapting to Ihe samestimuli. An example is behavior imitating tihat of a model pro-vided by the investigator, either in tOe laboratory or in theNe*, York subway. We have yet to establish the degree to whichthese complex phenomena form scientifically useful classes,
1\s\

rather-tpan lieing specific to t e particular set tf conditions.
Lev6l 6 .studies behaviorsiap they.,.occur sequentially,within the contelq of other behaviors. txamplej can.be found

' in human ethology and in the Tement-to-momint sequences occur-ring in face-te-face interaciUns. Thus, Duncan (Duncan &Fiske, 1977) has found rulea about speaker actions that must
, precede the occurrence of sm oth exchanges of the speaking

turn; and he and I have founfl speaker strategies that, In 90 to100% Of the interactidhs ye have studied, increase the likeli-
hood.that the auditor wifl 'take the speaking turn (Duncan,* .Rrunner, & Fiske, 1979).

It is not-just lack of time that makes that listing of
levels less than satisfying. In the original Planning for this'
symposium, I had thought that I could identify more explicitly
theye several kinds of phenomena. I have found that hill can-do ls point to areas of research. I can't point to certain
events, certain replicable,behavior observations and say
"There! That is what people are4 studying at this-level." Wedon't have these common exemplars, of the'kind that Thomas Kuhn
(l970) identified as one aspect of a scientific paradigm, andwe never will have.

For more adequate identification of these levels, we need
to make explicit not only the phenomena being studied but arso
the general method used. We need to spell out the perspective
frop which the phenomena are ,stuokied, the type of person pro-
ducing the data, and the kind of judgment belng made by that
person. (To present a complete picture, we should go even fur-
thur and also identify the goals and values of the investigator,
along with Ihe kind of knowledge,being sought.)

As soon we look at the perspectives and the types of
data-producer, we seethat most of the levels are heterogeneous
in these respects. Although this systematic classification f

'levels is of some value, it does not give us unified domains.for
investigation: Iach of.the first several levels is itself a
collection of-discrete subject-matters--the variation wittiin

P
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each of those levels is not much smaller than the variation be-tween them.
Xet,

r \
ft is clear Oat the several.levels are differentiatednot only rms of what each studies but also in the method-iologies ppropriate for 4aph. In particular, there is the cru-cial distinction between data on.which.several observers

(data-producers) agree almost exactly and data somewhat specif-.ic to the individual's 'cognitive assimilations and Interpreta-tions. Obserxers can be interchapgeable when they are describ-ing brief events (Fiske, 1979) but not when they are making
judgments about sequencba of behavioral events. The brevityand homogeneity of the behavior associated with each datum ard.
the fundathental dimenSions underlying these levels of phenomenastudied, or any other,classification lof our objects for stuO.
Psychology in general, and even personait/ty in particular, will
advance only 'as we shift from using data where micro-units areintegrated in some mysterious fashion in the heads of our data-
producers to'daea'where the- inVestigator combiAes d-iscreteunits in an explicit and replicable manner,/

.As I said before, other clAssifications courd be developed.
One could be based on the degree dikabstraction of the variables
used: How mapy steps between the labeled variables and the im-mediatt experience, consensual or individual? Others could bebased on aspects of the behavior sample taken as Sufficient toyield an observation, datum, score, rating, or judgment. What -is the duration of the behavior sample used? Alternatively, ,what is .the degree of heterogeneity of the severaf physical be-
haviors included in the behavior sample, either within onp con-
secutive sample or in an agglomeration of dIscrete Samples?
I.e., how varied are the topographies of the behaviors (to usea word that may be anachronistic)?, Again, a classification ,could be based on the aommunality of meening, i.e., on the de-,
gree of agrament on the meanings of the various words, labels,
and concepts used. These alternative bases.for classifications
would yield orderstrather comparable to the one I have offered.

The identification of such lev..els is also important for ant'
other reason: the strongest relationships found in empirical
research will be among variables at the same'level. (Of course
even these aren't 'very stron--we are all familiar withlthe .30
or .35 correlation that is typital,Of our good positive find-
ings.) I have not doll,' the very lengthy job of scholarship nec-
emsary to provide evidence for that assertion about strength of
relationships, but it is very highly probable.because researchat any one level tendS to use the samp or similar methods, and
variables measured by the same method covary in part from shared
method variance. In, a4dition, eachPlevel tends to work within
similar settings or situations, and this communality also con-
tributes to the likelihood of higher correlarions.

At best, then, we can hope to develop'bodies of knowledge
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at each levellikbut we should not expect much 'connectidn among
these bets ofTindings. Some adjacent levels do, however, seem'
-intersonnected, such, es the first two: -characterizations of
the indivIdual and attributicns of dimensions to each persdh.

Let me .digress-a moment to make a point about Level 2.
Follow.ing the classic-exPeriment'of Bem Xnd Allen 0_974) on
consistency as a varlatde on which'people differ (f- each
trait):,Kenrick and Stringfield (1,980) have recently provided
empirical eVidence for a proposition that well can readily
accept, but that we have not recognized as a crup41t1 limitationon trait attributing: For those traits on which a person
judges him- or herself-or is judged to be most consistent, rel-
atively high agreement (.60 or more) is found amoog ratings by
self, peer, and parent, but-low agreement (about .23) for
traits julged least consistent:`\This finding sug,2ests that,
over varying tnterpersonal situations, different people are
consistent in different respects: The ieneral attribution of
some amount of a trait to a person is more 'appropriate for some
traAs-than f'Or othtrs, depending upon the person. These con-
siderations show very clearly a fundamental limitation to the

A attempt to assi)gn degrees of a single supposedly nomothetic at-.

tribute to all/persons. Perhaps we may eventually learn that,,
in the conventional domain of personality, the best we can do-
:is find propositio4 that hold for dbme people in scTme condi-
tions some of the time. That would be prettY good, provided we
could establish to which people in what conditions each propo-

. sition allplied. Alternatively, we might look for laws about
the person;s consistent behaviorregard ss of their content-

Generalizability. Let us nbw consid i a central criterion .

fqr all restarch: external validity. what extent can'the
fiadinga of researeh at each level be-generalized to other
samples of persons; other setb,lof items or stimuli, and to
other settings? The relationships found in one lab or tesiing'
room qn one day with one set of stimuli (items ot whatever) a e
Ot almost no importance in themselves. We 4ant to generalize
to some larger' domain. What domain? ome times, we loopeLJ
talk.of generafizing to ;ill behavior, tut when pinned down, we
realize that we really only want to generalize to behavior
under some particular set of conditions. Most of the time,
neither the researcher nqr the reader of the research r0Fort
specifies'those conditions. A glance at the more developed sci-
ences indicates that me etould not hope to arrive at unequivocal

4 universal laws but only at laws that hold within explicated
.'boundaly conditions,. ,

A major flaw in most personality research ia limited ex-
ternal validity, limited generalizability. Let's look at ex-
ternal validity for each level in turn. In Level 1 analyses,
the findings are really the placing of individuals in catego-

°ries. A basic weakness here is the undependability,of such cat-

6
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egorizing: different classifiers, especihlly when working k

from different information about'the person, do not agree very
well. Ie is therefore not surprising that atteuipts to predict
letEer perfermancof individuals hfve had only limited success.
And the fuxtiler Deneralization of findingslto other samples of
persons holds up only fairly well:

Results from Level 2 analyses of,tzait attributions fare
only slightly better. Although generalizing to other groups

1

1
_
rawn fram flamithe e population of persons is fairly sUccesilful,
cores based on one instrument do not_generalize well to other
instruments of the same kind, and generalize hardly at all to

7, measurements using distinctly differen0Rethods.N
gLike Level 1,-Level 3 (inferred processes) suffers pri-

marily from inability to generalize acroés the judges, the
.people making inferences about the processes within persons.

And like both-Level'P'and Level 2, it has difficulty in achiev-
ing appreciable genpralizability over results based on varying
sets of stivilili anesettings. So-the external validity of as-

I cribed dynamic processes in a single parson is very weak.
Laboratory research on inferred processep has 4ts own

group of. problems with external velidity. One'is th'e matters of/
mundane realism (Carlsmith, Ellsworth, & Aronson, 1976), the
comparability of the lab.setting with anything in the real

, world. 'Suppose the investigator\hrouses anxiety (whatever anx-
iety is) by threatening ta administer electric shocks: To what

. could his results generalize? Have you' ever, outside a psycho-
logical laboratory, been threatened with an electric shOck?
Perbaps in the 'sixties, one or two of you parficipated,in a
demonstration that police tried to break up by using cattle
prods. Certainly such exenliences are very rare. Yes, we have
all undergane anticipation of bling hurt by'a dentiet,-nupse,
or doltor, but do lab-results with shocks generalize to'experi-
ences undergone.for therapeutic gain? -And how specific Are
anticigatory.reactions to the various kinds of potentially
painful stilnuli?

*. Level 4, thq level studyitng processes in construing be-/
, havior, seems ligely to have.some external validity. Although

attributing at the instruction of gh investigator is not the
same as making attributions when preparing a reCoMmendation for
.a student or when engaged in gossiping about people (the latter
being natural attributing for cleite different reasons), it does
seem likely that peoplq go'about this proCess in much the same
way under these diverse circumstances. After all,"tonstruing
behavior, or attributing, is a kind of activity that we have
practiced fOr years and, years, and we: may well do it in the
laboratory ih mUch the same way that we do it in everyday liv-
ings P

.External validity for resultS of research at LeVel 5 var-
,ies with ttle siibtype. Since the werk on efffts of modells uses

,
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relatively brief exposures to Ihe models, it does seem reason-
able to expectothAt'positive findings will generalizesto in-
stances ih ttA real world where the\exposure times are longer.
/Whether fiodpings about bystanders in subways can be generalized
above subways to ground-level conditions is unc rtain, though
the findinsa usually do seem to agree with our expectations
based on'rersonal observations.. The generalizability of field
experiments seems, a priori,-to be gbod, tbe mpre so when the
participants do not realize that they are subjects in research.

Research at Le el 6, on speciae acts, as in senuences in
tion, seems very li,kely to have high exter-
ially if the behavior is ob&erved very unob-
findings hold for each participant stud-

face-to-face inter
nal validity, espe
trusively a d if t
led.- (In f e program withwhich I am working with Duncan, how-
e:yor, we make no claims about generalizability, leaving it as a
matter to be determined empirically.)

My friends who work in petsonality laboratoildes (e.g.,
Levels 3 and 41_may object that, if the lab has been so effec;s,
tive an approach-In natural science, surely'At will also be in
behavioral science. Unfortunately, the two laboratory situa-
tions differ in one fundamental respect... In'the natural sci-
ences, one can produce an ideal set of conditions and obtain
results indicating Ideal forms of laws that held more or less
outside the lab. In behgvioral science,- the whole, person is
brotight into the lab. Although some irrelevant sources of var-
iations are controlled or even elimina
eliminate the subject:s reactions to t
mentex, And to irrelevant aspects of s
grettedithat research on these reacti
.social pSychology, of the Twchologica

ed, it is impossible to
e lab, to the experi-
imuli. It is to be re'-.

s and research on the
experitnent have been all

too successful III oftaining poeitAve re ults, in identifying
irrèlevant siOe effects.

pproximation to a,basic science. Let us turn now to con-
. side ng,the extent to Ai_ch research' at each lexel approxi-

4

mate he criteria for a basic science. (Here is where my per-
sonal beliefs and value-'system really show.) In a basic sci-
ence, everythirla must Ve public and generally accessible:
tteories, conc6pts, findings, methods, and research procedures.
For a F4ience to advanoe, there must be,some consensuk on each
of these components--agreement an gome thebretical proposi-.
tfons, on the labels.and definit

;
ons for some concepts, and on
16the adequdcy of some methods and rOcedures. There must also

be soMe findings that_can be reprOduced at will (common exem-
plars, in Kuhn's termsr"-And there must be intersubjective
consensps on the empirical data-R-thesg are the foundation of
everything else. Observers must be interchang4able,. rather
than contributing'noise or variance to the 4ata.

-.11eie ties the reason why research at some of these levels
is, not produciiiiira basic vience and'cannotArpe to, do so. As

0



we have alreadY seen in considering the external validity of
each level, there is only limited agreement between obsei-vys .4°

A

producing the data used at most of the levels. There is poor
agreemept on observations-of phenomena at eadh of the first
three levels. The fourth level, processes in construing be- ,

,haviors and in making attributions; has some hopes, especially
. insofar as the research is able to stay with process and avoid

dealing Ihth contents and meanings of aetributions:'
' The hope fot developing a science is stronge t fot Lgvel

6 and fairly stronNfor Le'vel 5. At Level 6, unlik the first
three levels, we can agree on the phenomena thal we rk trying.
to study and understand, on the categories for classifying be-'
haviors, atid on the iCtual.classifications.of acdons. At this
level, everything can be pUblic and consensus can readily be.
achieved, -It also seems true that findings can be replicateg,
at least within specified conditions. ,

- I have often been inisundersfood concerning-Levels 1 and'
2. Although I see no hope for building a science there, 1 rec-
ognize a vital social need for us to-work-at thoae levels, do-
ing what we can to-make the quality of the social engineering
as high as poss,41e. No matter what psychologists choose,to
study, people in'the real'world will be/ characterited, la-
belledand tigned to treatments or no treatment by those who
must make dec ions pbout them: We do have technical knowledge -
that can be brought to bear to make these decisions,as sound as
possib1;1,m2r the well-being of the individuals concerned ani
of the "itutions (such as universities) involved.

.

.

It will be apparent that the levels move steadily away
from what has been considered the usual concerns of personal-JP
ity; that the levels move toward social psychology and human

.

ethology. Those concerned with understanding the domain of
pIrsonality as it has been viewed traditionally may;weili ask
whether later levels, especially Level 6 with its-ateention to
short actions, will ever throw any light on the traditional do-
main., I believe it-will. Ebelieve it will help es to Under-
stand the basically subjective experiences that constitute the4.

field of personality by showing us something about the factors
affecting.those exuriences. If we can gain some understhnding
of what is happening from moment to moment, we may learn how

. tmpresiions are developed,r-impresaions and other cpgnitive con-
tent af,out behavior and people that i's personality, that con-
stitute the phenomena we find so intriguing in both our lay and

,-our professional lives.
So at some levels, we can.have iialuable engineering disci-

Skpliness at btheN levels, (thEwe will be systematic splolarly
work in the

ill

umanistic tradition. A major thesis of this paper
ia ehat eac of us must identify the phenomena he or.phe is,
trying to understand ind the generalorthod being used, and I

'must determind what king of analysis and understanding W'e
i

1
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atipire to. .1 am sur that many will reject my criteria .for
science and will ivist that what they are-doing is scientificwork. Those who want to assign a different definition to theterm; vience, have every, right to do so. But all of us have'
the right to' require that our colleagues define their terms,, Chat they tell us,what they'm%n

by,science, that they make.ex-plicit. their criteria for scie tific research. ,To make any'
progres§ in the d9maift of imorsonality, it is'absolutery essen-tial that each investigator be quite clear about what he'ctr shpis trying, to do and that each makk explicit and make publictfleir phenomena, their methods, and thel'r goal,.
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